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Abstract: Spotlight SAR mode can achieve high resolution radar imaging, but the measurement error, radar platform motion and the other reasons, will make the image suffer the severe defocus and even distortion. This paper introduces the
range alignment technology of ISAR imaging to Spotlight SAR imaging,and improved the MD-PGA algorithm, so as to
make motion compensation for the error.Afterwards, with the improved Space-variant post filtering method, compensate
the wavefront curvature error to improve the image quality. Finally the processing results of measured data showed the effectiveness of this method.
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INTRODUCTION

carrier frequency is f c , the pulse width is Tp , the chirp rate of

Spotlight synthetic aperture radar is a kind of important
SAR working mode, in the target data acquisition, the radar
beam illuminates the target area all the time, getting longer
synthetic aperture time to improve azimuth resolution [1]. In
order to obtain a high resolution SAR image efficiently, the
researches about motion compensation to improve the image
quality are paid more manpower and given more attention
both at home and abroad something is missing. The main
methods of motion compensation are as follows: phase gradient autofocus algorithm (PGA) [2-7] and the motion field
algorithm based on Doppler rate estimation, such as MapDrift (MD) [8-12], the algorithms based on image standards,
and all kinds of improved algorithms about motion compensation [13] and so on.

wideband FM signal is k , while t and  are the slow and fast
time respectively. So then we can get the echo signal of the
point p as below:

This paper first introduces the PFA algorithm [14-18] of
high resolution imaging, and then introduces the range
alignment technology of ISAR for motion compensation,
furthermore, improves the MD - PGA algorithm to have better results in motion compensation. After the application in
processing and analyzing the measured data, the theory of
algorithm is verified feasible and helpful.
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Where Rt and Ra are the distances, from antenna phase
center to the point p , and the center of the scene respectively. Make demodulation processing for echo signal and convert it to the frequency domain in range direction, and then
pulse compression processing can be done to get the result as
follows:
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IMAGING PRINCIPLE OF PFA ALGORITHM
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Based on the geometry model of spotlight SAR data acquisition shown in Fig. (1), suppose that p(xt , yt ,0) is a target
point in the scene area, the synthetic aperture time is Ta , the
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Fig. (1). Geometry model of spotlight SAR data acquisition.
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Where K r = 4 ( f c + f ) / c is the size of the radial wavenumber. For further analysis, make plane wavefront approximation, ignoring the effect of amplitude information. The
projections of the wavenumber vector, in azimuth and range
directions are represented by K x = K r cos sin  ,

K y = K r cos cos respectively. In the wavenumber domain,
formula (2) can be indicated as below:

SrM (K x , K y ) = exp  j(xt K x + yt K y ) 

(3)

It can be seen from the above equation that, there is a direct relationship between the echo signal representation and
the target position’s information, which can obtain target
position’s information by two-dimensional Fourier transform. The improvement of the computational efficiency is
generally implemented through two times of FFT transform,
which requires that the processed signal must satisfy the
characteristic of uniform sampling in wavenumber domain.
However, the real echo signal is arranged with polar format,
in the wavenumber’s frequency domain. While through twodimensional interpolation, it can be converted into the rectangular format arrangement.
MOTION COMPENSATION ALGORITHM

resolution imaging, moreover, the rotational angle of carrier
aircraft, corresponding to adjacent echoes, is generally less
than 0.01o , so the scattering point’s walk is very small, making the real envelopes of adjacent echo very similar, which is
the key factor to introduce range alignment technique to
Spotlight SAR imaging.
This paper mainly uses the envelope correlation method
and the accumulated envelope correlation method, to implement them and contrast the imaging results. Correlation
method is widely used as a range alignment algorithm, mainly based on the similarities between adjacent echoes in the
domain of one-dimensional range, using the crosscorrelation method that compensates translational motion
based on the delay corresponding to adjacent echoes’ peaks,
to obtain better alignment for adjacent envelope. A certain
fixed one of the echo signal is set as the reference signal, and
generally we choose the first echo signal or the one from
Synthetic aperture Center. This algorithm has high alignment
accuracy, but with accumulation of phase errors inevitably,
leading to the phenomena of envelope’s drift and envelope’s
jumpy-changing. While the accumulated envelope correlation method sets the weighted sum of all the previous aligned
echoes’ one-dimensional range profiles. The single echo’s
error has little effect on the processing, so the phenomena of
sudden jumpy-changing caused by the error accumulation is
greatly reduced.
In reference [23], one global optimal method is proposed
that based on amplitude correlation of all the echoes, and it is
possible to formulate the process as follows:

Due to the interference of external environment,and the
imprecision of its control system when capture data, the radar platform cannot maintain the ideal state of motion, leading to echo signal’s deviation of phase in azimuth, which
needs for motion compensation processing, in the imaging
procedure to correct the phenomenons of defocus and distortion caused by it, just in order to improve the final image
quality.

Where M represents the times of echoand a( j) represents the weighted coefficient.

The platform’s unideal motion mainly consists of two aspects [19-21]: Deviations from the ideal track translational
motion and the posture rotation of the platform’s own. The
latter influence can be ignored after the inertial navigation
system’s (INS) control, while the former effect can not be
removed completely, which needs compensation for imaging
errors that its causes. Here will mainly study the motion
compensation based on echo data.

When determining the weighted coefficient, consider
that the closer echo with the fixed echo, has stronger correlation, so we often set bigger weights for the closer adjacent
echoes. However, if we want to eliminate the jumpychanging errors’ distance image, we need to set the weights
corresponding to the closer adjacent echo to be smaller.
Combined, the weighted coefficients are generally set to be 1
uniformly.

RANGE ALIGNMENT ALGORITHM

MD-PGA AUTOFOCUS ALGORITHM

Range alignment is also called the envelope alignment
[22, 23] - a key technology of ISAR imaging. By eliminating
the adjacent echo’s dislocation in the range direction, realize
the envelope alignment of the one dimensional range profile,
to eliminate the phase error caused by the range translation.
The premise of its use is that the envelopes of adjacent echo
signals, received in data acquisition have strong similarities.
Spotlight SAR is generally for small scene and high

The MD-PGA algorithm [24] is just an autofocus algorithm combining PGA and MD algorithm. Consider dividing
the whole aperture into multiple sub apertures, and then image the sub aperture, and estimate the phase error of each sub
aperture with PGA algorithm. While the linear phase error
between the sub aperture images, focused with PGA is estimated using MD algorithm. After that, piece together the
phase error of each sub aperture and the linear phase error
between the sub apertures, making the phase error of the
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Fig. (2). Original MD-PGA process.
Fig. (3). Improved MD-PGA process.

whole aperture is continuous. The MD-PGA process when
divided into two sub apertures is showed as Fig. (2), and the
process of multiple sub apertures is similar.
According to the analysis of the original MD-PGA process, it can be known that the influence of the linear phase
error is reduced, but there are still some defects without estimation and compensation on high-order phase error of the
adjacent sub apertures. This paper improved the original
MD-PGA algorithm, and the improved flow diagram is
shown in Fig. (3). Process the imaging results of the full aperture echo data with PGA algorithm, followed with phase
error estimation and phase correction of echo data, and the
full aperture data after phase correction is divided into several sub apertures to image. Then estimate the linear phase
error between the sub aperture imaging results using MD
algorithm, after that, combine the linear phase error estimated by MD algorithm and the full aperture imaging phase
error estimated with PGA to construct a new correction factor of the phase error. Finally correct the phase error of the
full aperture echo data with the new correction factor, and
the focused image is obtained. The improved MD-PGA algorithm can not only correct the linear phase error of the original PGA process, but also compensate the high-order phase
error between the sub apertures.
CORRECTION OF WAVEFRONT CURVATURE ERROR
In section2, the derivation of PFA imaging principle in
the process, takes the planar wavefront assumption. But
when the imaging area is too broad, the error brought by
planar wavefront assumption can’t be ignored, cause the
reduced imaging distance and the need of high resolution,

require correction. Considering the compensation of the
wavefront curvature error, this paper makes some improvements on the method of Space-variant post processing, and
the algorithm deals with the PFA imaging result directly,
with the correction of wavefront curvature in the complex
image domain.
Makes two-dimensional Taylor series expansion for the
echo data’s expression (3) directly in wavenumber domain,
and the formula below can be obtained.
 K2 + K2
x
y
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f cos 0 is the bias of wavenumber K y in
c c
Y direction. The specific derivation process is described in
[25], and the coefficient values can be calculated with Taylor
expansion formula. From the formula (5) can know that the
influence of wavefront curvature mainly are: a). defocus and
blur in the azimuth caused by quadratic phase error, which
can be corrected by two-dimensional spatial filter. Consider
that the defocusing phenomena mainly occur in azimuth direction, the spatial filtering is only designed for onedimensional azimuth filtering. b). geometric distortion of the
target’s position caused by first-order linear phase error,
which can be corrected with resampling in the spatial domain. The process is illustrated in Fig. (4).
Where K c =
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Fig. (4). Space-variant post processing.
Table 1. Parameters of real data.
TP

Br

fs

fc

f PRF

Ts

fGPS

5μs

200 MHZ

480MHZ

17.15GHZ

1000HZ

56s

151HZ

The high resolution imaging general flowchart of spotlight SAR is shown in Fig. (5).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this paper, the measured data processed are the echo
data from airborne spotlight SAR acquisition, and the specific parameters are shown in Table 1. We chose 2048 pulses’echo from the full aperture to process. The corresponding
squint angle is 0.3348rad, while the range resolution is
0.75m and the azimuth resolution is about 0.4m.
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Fig. (6). Directly imaging.
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Fig. (5). Spotlight SAR imaging processing flow chart.

Fig. (7). Envelope correlation alignment result.

Fig. (6) is the directly imaging result without motion
compensation, looking fuzzy. After using the envelope correlation method and the global accumulated envelope correlation method to achieve the range alignments, the imaging
results are shown in Fig. (7) and Fig. (8) respectively. From
the imaging results, it can be obviously seen that the imaging
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(a) MD-PGA
Fig. (8). Accumulated envelope correlation alignment result.

(b) Improved MD-PGA
Fig. (10). Partial enlargement of autofocus imaging results.
(a) MD-PGA

Fig. (8)’s entropy decreases, while its contrast ratio increased
significantly, so the image quality has been improved obviously.
Range alignment is used as the motion compensation of
range translation. The processing results of measured data
shows that the imaging quality has been improved a lot, but
there are still some obvious defocus phenomena, which need
further motion compensation to correct.

(b) Improved MD-PGA
Fig. (9). Autofocus imaging results.

result in Fig. (8) focuses better than in Fig. (6), and the result
has been significantly improved; While there are serious
false contours and defocused phenomenon in Fig. (7). Then
we evaluate the images objectively from the aspects of image entropy and contrast ratio. Fig. (6) - entropy: 11.3927,
contrast ratio: 26.4728; Fig. (7) - entropy: 11.607, contrast
ratio : 23.4534; Fig. (8) - entropy: 11.0467, contrast ratio:
33.8693. It can be known that compared to the formers,

Contrast the autofocus Imaging results, Fig. (9a) - entropy: 10.6567,contrast ratio: 53.7549; Fig. (9b) - entropy:
10.5778, contrast ratio: 54.8773. It is thus clear that the autofocus imaging results of improved MD-PGA is of smaller
entropy and bigger contrast ratio. Besides, their partial enlargement of autofocus imaging resultsshown in Fig. (10),
reveal that improved MD-PGA autofocus effect is better.

The effect of the correction of wavefront curvature error of autofocus imaging results is shown in Fig. (11).
Since there is no obvious geometric distortion phenomenon,
we only adopt Space-variant post filtering for image to correct the phase error generated by the wavefront curvature.
Compared with Fig. (9b), it is obvious that the focusing effect in Fig. (11) improves, after correcting the wavefront
curvature error. Calculate the Entropy and contrast ratio of
Fig. (11), and we can learn that,the image entropy decreases
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Fig. (11). Wavefront curvature corrected results.
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although not significantly, meanwhile the contrast ratio raises markedly from the original 53.7549 to 71.556.

[13]

CONCLUSION
[14]

This paper combining the range alignment technology in
ISAR, presents an effective motion compensation method of
spotlight SAR, furthermore, it takes improved Space -variant
post filtering algorithm to compensate the phase error caused
by wavefront curvature. The analysis and processing of the
measured data, have verified the feasibility and effectiveness
of this method in practical application.
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